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Succession Planning
Toolkit
A Leader’s Roadmap for Identifying and
Developing Tomorrow’s Leaders Today
This toolkit provides senior leaders, managers and human resource professionals
with a roadmap to facilitate succession planning within NSF International. The
tools present ideas and practical steps to support the succession planning process,
and underscore the urgency and importance of effectively planning for leadership
development.
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What is Succession Planning?
Succession Planning is a strategic process that is future-focused and supports business units in identifying critical
positions, current and future competencies that individuals need to be successful in those positions, and assessment of
current talent to fulfill those roles to ensure business continuity. Additionally, succession planning assists leadership in
identifying and capturing necessary institutional knowledge that may be lost due to retirement, promotion, and general
attrition. At the end of this process each business unit will have a comprehensive pool of talent to draw upon to meet
current and future business needs to ensure that the right person is in the right place, in the right position, at the right
time.

Objectives and Success Criteria
Common Succession Planning Objectives
To ensure success of any succession planning effort, the main objectives include the following:
 Identifying significant business challenges in the next five years
 Identifying critical positions that are needed to support business continuity
 Selecting the competencies individuals need to be successful in positions and to meet identified business
challenges
 Developing a pool of talent to step into critical positions
 Reviewing potential position vacancies and capturing the knowledge that individuals possess before departing
the organization

Defining Success Criteria
In order for a succession planning initiative to be successful in supporting business strategies and goals, the following
items should be understood and addressed:
 Succession Planning is closely tied to business strategy and goals
 Executive and senior leaders should be vested in the process to ensure its success
 Development of key talent is clearly defined, focused, and managed throughout the process
 Employees understand their role is in the process and know what is expected of them

Why is Succession Planning Important?
With projected retirements and other anticipated changes, Succession Planning is a key process and tool in helping
leaders identify what competencies are needed to execute the business strategies, and how to best develop and retain
talent. Succession Planning is a living process and should be used as a continual checks and balances by the organization
to identify what talent is currently available, what talent may be leaving, and how to prepare to capture necessary
knowledge and disseminate to it to future successors. A good succession plan is supported by other key HR systems such
as Learning and Development of key talent, Recruitment and Selection of internal/external talent and Performance
Management to drive competency excellence in identified talent. These HR systems will enable a successful execution of
the succession plan.
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Frequently Asked Questions
Is Succession Planning only about developing people to take on leadership positions?
Many critical positions involve leadership responsibilities, but there are also a range of critical positions that require
other competencies or specialized professional and technical skills. Also, many of the opportunities that emerge may
involve lateral rather than upward mobility. For employees who are not interested in taking on leadership roles, there
may be opportunities such as cross-training, job rotations or other assignments that enable them to build skills and
competencies that will be important in the future.
Things are changing so quickly in our business unit, how realistic is it to plan for the future?
While it is impossible to predict the future, by scanning both the internal and external environments, watching trends
and anticipating risks, we can get a general idea of major changes that may occur and how they will impact the
workforce. Incorporating this information into our attraction, engagement and development activities will assist us in
being more prepared for the future.
Should I develop all employees for future opportunities?
All employees should participate with their manager in the identification of a learning and development plan as part of
the annual work planning process. This plan may include training required to perform the current job as well as
opportunities related to career growth and development. Ensuring that employees are engaged in continuous learning
will help ensure that NSF develops a robust pipeline of talent to fill openings at all levels.
However, given the leadership responsibilities and/or specialized nature of many critical positions, the reality is that
there may not be large numbers of employees who are interested in and meet the basic requirements to participate in
talent pools for critical positions. In most cases, accelerated development opportunities will be limited to those
candidates who already possess certain position qualifications such as educational requirements and professional
designation or certifications.
Does Succession Planning require a large learning and development budget?
Having resources available for employees to participate in formal learning opportunities such as classroom sessions or
conferences in definitely important, but more than half of learning occurs on the job through new experiences or
challenging assignments. Providing support for on the job learning, mentoring, coaching and ongoing feedback have very
limited direct costs and are valuable ways to build skills.
Doesn’t Succession Planning only benefit the organization in the long term?
It is true that effective succession planning processes take a long-term view and must be sustained for a number of years
to deliver optimal benefits. However, building capacity in our employees can have a positive impact on the workplace
almost immediately. When we develop, attract and engage talented employees, they contribute immediately to the
quality of services delivered to NSF International and to the achievement of business goals and priorities. In addition, the
individuals who are developed experience a number of benefits, such as guidance in career planning, help in reaching
their career goals, feeling recognized and valued for their contributions, etc.
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Succession Planning Framework
Step 1
Identify
Critical
Positions

Step 5

Step 2

Evaluate
Effectiveness

Identify
Competencies

Step 4

Step 3

Develop and
Implement
Succession
Plans

Identify
Employees &
Assess Against
Competencies

Step 1: Identify Critical Positions
Critical positions are those that are critical to NSF’s operational activities and strategic objectives. Without these roles,
the department or business unit would be unable to effectively meet its business objectives. Workforce projection data
or demographic analysis is essential in identifying risk areas. A risk assessment may also be conducted and compared to
current and future vacancies to identify critical positions within the department or business unit.

Step 2: Identify Competencies for Critical Positions
A clear understanding of capabilities needed for successful performance in key areas and critical positions is essential for
guiding learning and development plans, setting clear performance expectations, and for assessing performance. By
completing the process of competency or position profiling within your department or business unit, current and future
employees gain an understanding of the key responsibilities of the position including the qualifications and behavioral
and technical competencies required to perform them successfully.

©2015 NSF International
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Step 3: Identify Employees and Assess Them Against Competencies
Now that critical positions have been identified and have been profiled for competencies, the next step is to determine
who is interested in and has the potential to fill these positions. In addition to identifying the internal talent pool, this
step guides recruitment and retention strategies.

Step 4: Develop and Implement Succession Plans
Once strategies have been identified, the next step is to document the strategies in an action plan. This is the step in the
process where employees create Professional Development Plans (PDPs) and managers engage in development
coaching conversations on a regular basis with the employee.

Step 5: Evaluate Effectiveness
To ensure that the succession planning efforts are successful, it is important to systematically monitor workforce data,
evaluate activities and make necessary adjustments.

Insert Timeline
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Step 1 – Identify Critical Positions
Key areas and critical positions are the focus of the succession planning efforts.

What are the critical
positions?

Critical positions are those that exert critical influence on the operational activities or the
strategic objectives of the business unit. Without this role the department would be unable
to effectively meet its business objectives.
It cannot be stressed strongly enough that the identification of critical positions for
succession planning purposes does not mean that only certain positions are considered
important or valued. Every employee plays a role in achieving our mission and goals. The
purpose of identify critical positions for succession planning is to identify the positions that
are likely to be impacted the most by imminent workforce risks and challenges, and to
develop strategies to address those needs.

Identifying critical
positions

The results of the department’s workforce analysis (e.g. workforce projections, retirement
forecasts, turnover rates, current vacancies, pending shortages, etc.) are used to identify
key areas and critical positions.
Workforce analysis requires collaboration between Human Resources and senior leaders.
Human Resources will initiate a Workforce Analytics report that includes data on turnover
rates, current vacancies and retirement forecasts. From there senior leaders will contribute
information about workforce projects, pending shortages, and any other data that may
impact the business.

Criteria for identifying
critical positions

Considerations in identifying critical positions:





Which positions, if left vacant, would cause major difficulties in achieving current and
future business goals?
Which positions would be difficult to fill because they require particular expertise
and/or the incumbents possess a wealth of corporate knowledge?
Is there a current or projected labor market shortage for certain necessary skills in your
department or business unit?
Is this position the only one of its kind in a particular location and would it be difficult
for a similar position in another location to carry out the function?

By managing our most critical risks first, we will ensure that leadership continuity is in
place to sustain the achievement of business results and the delivery of public services.

Resource
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Risk Assessment Tool
Business Unit/ Department:

Position Title:

 Imperative
 Important

Succession Planning Prioritization:

 Discretionary
 Not Urgent

Step 1: Assess the Critical Nature of the Position
Please indicate the extent to which you agree with the following statements by circling the appropriate rating. Please
complete a copy of this form for each critical position that has been identified.

1. If this position were left vacant, it would cause
serious difficulties in delivering on NSF commitments
and corporate priorities.
2. If this position were left vacant, it would cause
serious difficulties in achieving operational and
strategic goals at the department level.
3. If this position were left vacant, it would cause
serious difficulties in meeting accreditation or
regulatory requirements.
4. There is a significant likelihood that the incumbent
will leave this position within the next 2-3 years.
5. The skills & competencies required to perform this
position are highly sought after in the labor market.
This position tends to have a high turnover rate.
6. This position would be difficult to fill because it
requires specialized expertise and experience that is
not readily available in NSF or the labor market.
This position would be difficult to fill because of its
location.
This position would be difficult to fill because of
language requirements.
7. This position requires a high degree of
specialized/corporate knowledge transfer to ensure
continuity in the performance of the function.
8. There is no department/business unit feeder pool for
this position with candidates who could be ready to
step up if it becomes vacant.
9. There is no corporate feeder pool throughout NSF for
this position with candidates who could be ready to
step up if it becomes vacant.
Add ratings together to get the Criticality Score:
©2015 NSF International
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Step 2: Assess the Flight Risk for the Employee
Please indicate the number of years you anticipate the person who is currently in the position to stay in this position. If
there is no one currently in this position, please note that below.
# years remaining in position / Flight Risk:
Employee Name

<5

6 – 10

11 – 15

16 – 20

21 – 25

Position Title

>26
Flight Risk

Step 3: Identify Succession Planning Prioritization
Plot the Criticality and Flight Risk scores on the grid below. If you have more than one person in the position, place the
person’s name in the appropriate cell on the grid.
51 – 65

Criticality

41 – 50
31 – 40
21 – 30
11 – 20
0 – 10
<5

6 – 10

11 – 15

16 – 20

Flight Risk

Succession Planning Prioritization
Imperative
Important
Discretionary
Not Urgent
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Step 2 – Identify Competencies for Critical Positions
A clear understanding of competencies needed for successful performance in key areas and critical positions is essential
for guiding learning and development plans, setting clear performance expectations, and for assessing performance.

What are competencies
and Position Profiles?

A competency is any observable and/or measurable knowledge, skill, ability or behavior
that contributes to successful performance in a given role.
A Position Profile is a set of predefined competencies and proficiency levels required to
perform successfully in a specific job. A competency profile may also be applied to a group
of positions such as occupational group (e.g. senior management positions).

Why do we need
competencies and
profiles?

A clear understanding of capabilities and competencies is important for guiding learning
and development plans and may serve as the basis for self-assessment tools. Knowing the
required competencies is necessary for setting clear performance expectations, assessing
performance, and for selection purposes.

Identifying competencies
for the Position Profile

A library of leadership competencies, referred to as the NSF Leadership Competency
Model, is available and what you will use to create a Position Profile. The competencies are
organized into seven areas called competency clusters and categorized either as a Core or
Leadership competency. While all competencies in the library are needed to some extent,
select only the top 3 – 8 competencies under each category when creating the Position
Profile.
Each competency is defined by behavioral indicators. These are specific actions that
demonstrate the competency. The behavioral indicators describe up to four leadership
levels based on competency category.

Manager’s Checklist






Resources

©2015 NSF International




Speak to employees to identify the competencies needed to achieve business goals
Communicate information about critical positions and key areas to all employees, as
well as competencies needed, in order for employees to prepare Professional
Development Plans.
Review the Position Description to ensure alignment with the Position Profile (think of
the Position Profile as a precursor to the Position Description)
Position Profile
NSF Leadership Competency Model
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Position Profile
Position Title:

Business Unit /
Division:

Succession Planning
Prioritization:

Work Location:

Reports To: Insert Position not Person

Date Reviewed:

Position Purpose

Major Responsibilities







Competencies
Identify competencies that are critical to the success of this position. Following Best Practices, select 3 - 8 competencies
for each focus area (Core, Leadership, and Position-Specific). While there may be additional competencies, list only the
most important competencies here.
Core Competencies (see NSF Leadership Competency Model)

Minimum Proficiency Required

Desired Proficiency Level

Leadership Competencies (see NSF Leadership Competency

Minimum Proficiency Required

Desired Proficiency Level

Model)

©2015 NSF International
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Position-Specific Competencies

Minimum Proficiency Required

Training & Experience
Education

Experience

Certification /
Designation

©2015 NSF International
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Step 3 – Identify Employees and Assess Them Against Competencies
Now that critical positions have been identified and profiled for competencies, the next step is to identify and develop top
talent (also referred to as High Potentials).

What do I need to do at
this step in the process?

Complete a Leadership Assessment for each of your direct reports. This assessment helps
determine if the employee is qualified or has the potential to be developed for critical
positions. The Leadership Assessment assesses:





What is the difference
between Performance
and Potential?

Leadership Proficiency
Overall Performance
Leadership Potential
Potential Leadership Positions and Readiness

Performance refers to the capability to perform current role requirements, and is a
combination of the demonstrated achievements and competencies within an employee’s
current role.
Potential refers to the capability to perform requirements beyond current role such as
additional challenge, scope or responsibility.

What does High Potential
look like?

Individuals with exceptional proficiency and/or performance in their current role do not
necessarily have the potential or aspiration to take on greater levels of challenge, scope or
responsibility. Strong performance is necessary but not the only component for a High
Potential designation.

How do I use this tool?

The assessment may be used by the employees’ manager or also as a self-assessment.
How you actually use this tool can vary depending on your management style. Here are
some approaches that managers have used in the past:



Complete the Leadership Assessment with the employee during career development
conversations
Invite the employee to complete the Leadership Assessment on his/her own while you
also complete the assessment. Then discuss the results together.

NOTE: the Leadership Proficiency section assesses currently demonstrated leadership
behaviors. You can then compare and contrast current Leadership Proficiency against the
competency levels found on other Position Profiles.
How is the Leadership
Assessment different
from an Annual
Performance Review?
Resources

©2015 NSF International

Annual Performance Reviews focus on the employee’s performance and achievement of
goals from the past year. The Leadership Assessment considers performance as well as
potential and career aspirations. Additionally, the Leadership Assessment is calibrated
using a 9-Box Grid.




Leadership Assessment
NSF Leadership Competency Model
9-Box Grid
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Understanding the Relationship between Performance and Potential
Because the Leadership Assessment serves as a key reference point for Succession Planning meetings, understanding
the relationship between performance and potential is very beneficial to creating a plan to develop an employee’s skills
for potential positions.

What it means

PERFORMANCE

POTENTIAL

Current Job Requirements

Future Growth

Capability to perform current job/role
requirements.

Capability and willingness to perform beyond
one’s current job/role requirements, such as
taking-on additional challenge, scope or
responsibility.

How it’s assessed
Job Achievements (WHAT is done)
+
Core Job Skills/Behaviors (HOW it is done)

Job Performance
+
Aspiration
+
Capability for Growth/Advancement

When it’s assessed

Performance Management Process

Performance Management Process &
Succession Planning Process

Why we measure it

To drive performance towards targets.

To identify and develop current and future leaders
and key contributors.

Development for Job
&
Merit Increases

Targeted Development for Growth
&
Long-Term Incentives

How we invest

High Potential Formula

Solid
Exceptional
Performance
in current
role

©2015 NSF International
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Potential
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+

Aspiration for
Growth or
Advancement

=

High
Potential
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Leadership Assessment
Purpose: This Leadership Assessment tool is used to document the leadership proficiency, performance and readiness potential of NSF employees to step into different
leadership roles. This assessment is to be used as an assessment of other leaders. Please refer to the NSF Leadership Competency Model, Position Profiles, as well as the 9 Box
Performance/Potential Matrix to complete this assessment. It is recommended that this assessment be completed as a prerequisite to the Professional Development Plan
(PDP).
Demographics
Name:
Completed By:

Position:
Date:

Last Performance Rating:

Current Leadership Proficiency (refer to the NSF Leadership Competency Model for competency definitions and behavioral indicators)
Basic
Intermediate
Applies the competency in somewhat
difficult situations; requires frequent
guidance

Applies the competency in difficult
situations; requires occasional guidance

Advanced

Applies the competency in considerably
difficult situations; generally requires little
or no guidance

Expert
Applies the competency in exceptionally
difficult situations; serves as a key resource
& advises others

Fostering a Team Environment
Conflict Management
Team Leadership
Creating Organizational Transformation
Change Leadership
Vision & Strategic Thinking
Flexibility
Organizational Awareness

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

Maximizing Performance Results
Analytical Thinking
Decision Making
Planning & Organizing

Promoting a High-Performing Culture
Developing Others
Fostering Diversity
Workforce Management

Overall Leadership Proficiency: Total of all items circled:

©2015 NSF International
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Overall Performance
Current Performance
Significant Accomplishments

 Needs Improvement

 Meets Expectations

 Highly Successful

Opportunities to Improve

Leadership Potential (take into consideration the NSF Leadership Competency Model and Position Profile)
Overall Potential
 Low Potential
 Medium Potential
Leadership Strengths

Leadership Development
Needs

©2015 NSF International
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Allocate Employees within the 9 Box Performance/Potential Matrix (refer to 9 Box matrix)
Developing:
 Needs Improvement
 Developing/Growth
Solid:
 Solid/Stable
 Solid/Growth
Exceptional:
 Exceptional/Stable
 Exceptional/Growth
New to NSF or role:
 Have not yet observed performance or potential
Potential Leadership Positions & Readiness (if applicable)
Position:
 Ready Now
 Ready 1 – 2 Years
Position:
 Ready Now
 Ready 1 – 2 Years
Position:
 Ready Now
 Ready 1 – 2 Years
Position:
 Ready Now
 Ready 1 – 2 Years

©2015 NSF International
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 Developing/Advancement
 Solid/Advancement
 Exceptional/Advancement





Ready 3 – 5 years
Ready 3 – 5 years
Ready 3 – 5 years
Ready 3 – 5 years

9-Box Grid
Now that you have completed the Leadership Assessment, it’s time to map where the employee’s performance and
potential reside on the 9-Box Grid. The 9-Box Grid is a performance/potential matrix designed to assist leaders in
assessing and calibrating talent. It is also used to identify individuals with significant growth and advancement potential.

How to Complete the 9-Box Grid

1
Assess Performance

2
Assess Potential

3
Allocate to 9-Box

Use the performance
assessment definitions
below

Use the potential
assessment definitions
below

Map to appropriate square
in the 9-Box Grid

PERFORMANCE Assessment

POTENTIAL Assessment

Category

Definition

Category

Definition

Exceptional

Performance results consistently
exceed expectations of the role with
respect to quality, quantity and
timeliness of work.

Advancement

The ability to move to a job at a higher
layer within the organization with
increased challenge and responsibility
(i.e. promotion within the leadership
pipeline). Acts as leader and role model
for NSF values.

Solid

Performance results consistently meet
expectations of the role with respect
to quality, quantity and timeliness of
work

Growth

The ability to move to a bigger/more
challenging job within the same
organizational layer (i.e. growth in
position or lateral movement)

Stable

The ability to keep current with
changing job requirements, and deepen
experience and specialization. Not likely
to move within or between layers at this
time.

Developing
Performance results do not meet, or
Needs
only partially meet, expectations of
Improvement the role with respect to quality,
quantity and timeliness of work.

©2015 NSF International
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9-Box Grid with Definitions

POTENTIAL for Growth & Increased Contribution

Advancement

High






Developing/Advancement

Solid/Advancement

Exceptional Advancement

Performance in current role falls short of expectations
Low performance may be due to a role mismatch
Acts as leader and role model for NSF values
Exhibits some skills expected at next highest level
Aspiration for higher level challenge/responsibility

 Meets performance expectations in current role
 Acts as leader and role model for NSF values
 Capable of moving up one level within 2 years (i.e.
promotion)
 Exhibits some of the skills expected at next highest
level
 Aspiration for higher level challenge/responsibility

 Exceeds performance expectations in current role
 Acts as leader and role model for NSF values
 Capable of moving up one level immediately and
another level within 3-5 years
 Exhibits most or all of the skills expected at next
highest level
 Aspiration for higher level challenge/responsibility

Growth




Developing/ Growth

Solid/Growth

Exceptional/Growth

 Performance in current role falls short of expectations
 In a different role, may be capable of taking on some
additional challenges/bigger roles within current level
 Aspiration for expanded challenge/responsibility

 Meets performance expectations in current role
 Capable of taking on some additional
challenges/bigger roles within current level within 2
years
 Aspiration for expanded challenge/responsibilities

 Exceeds performance expectations in current role
 Capable of taking on additional challenges/bigger
roles within current level
 Aspiration for expanded challenge/responsibility



Stable







Needs Improvement

Solid/Stable

Exceptional/Stable

 Performance in current role falls short of expectations
 Does not demonstrate the capability for increased
challenge/responsibility

 Meets performance expectations in current role
 May not have the capability and/or aspiration for
increased challenge/responsibility

 Exceeds performance expectations in current role
 Functional or technical specialist
 Continues to develop functional/technical skills in
accordance with best-practices
 May not have the capability and/or aspiration for
increased challenge/responsibility


Low


Developing – Needs Improvement


Solid

PERFORMANCE in Current Role
©2015 NSF International
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9-Box Grid to be filled in with employees
Developing/Advancement
Advancement

POTENTIAL for Growth & Increased Contribution

High

Solid/Advancement


















Growth

Developing/ Growth

Solid/Growth















Stable

Solid/Stable








Exceptional/Stable






Developing – Needs Improvement

Solid

PERFORMANCE in Current Role
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Needs Improvement




Low

Exceptional Advancement
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Career Discussion Tool
Instructions: Use this tool to document your discussion with the employee.
Prior to the Career Discussion meeting
 Ask each employee to review their accomplishments (they may use the Leadership Assessment if desired)
 Begin the meeting with a discussion of the Position Profile to refresh everyone’s memory on the competencies,
training and experience necessary for the current position. Let the employee know that NSF is beginning the annual
talent planning process to discuss potential career paths and development actions for employees, and part of that
process is for managers to meet with employees to discuss their own career and development interests.

Use the following questions to guide your discussion. You may not use all of the questions below; however, whichever
questions you use, please use the same questions with each employee. Please consider sharing these questions with the
employee in advance of the meeting.

1. What do you enjoy most about your current position?

2. What do you enjoy least about your current position?

3. Think about a time that you most enjoyed your job and you felt you contributed at a very high level – what was it
about that job that created this “best case” career scenario?

4. How would you describe your satisfaction and enjoyment of your current position?

5. What career path opportunities and ideas are you most interested in? Consider positions both within our
department/division and those in other functional areas.

6. Are there potential career paths that would never be of interest to you and/or they would not be a good fit for your
talents, abilities and interests?

7. What interests you most about these potential career paths?

©2015 NSF International
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8. What abilities and value could you contribute in these potential positions?

9. What work experiences, education, and/or qualifications do you think you would need in order to be qualified for
these potential positions?

10. What projects or new job responsibilities would you potentially be interested in?

11. What development opportunities and/or training would you be interested in, and how would this contribute to your
current and future performance?

12. Are you interested in moving into (or staying in) a leadership position and managing a staff of direct and/or indirect
reports?

13. What is your ability to relocate, both now and in the future? Are there areas you would or would not move to, or are
you open to any location?

14. Are you interested in a global job assignment? (if applicable)

15. Is there anything else you would like to add about your career and development interests?

©2015 NSF International
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Insert Calibration Process Overview
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Step 4 – Develop and Implement Succession Plans
A succession plan is used to document the strategies chosen to prepare for future vacancy.

What is a Succession
Plan?

A succession plan is developed for each critical position. The plan is used to document the
specific succession planning strategies chosen to hire for critical positions and prepare for
future vacancies. Each strategy is supported and monitored with responsibilities and time
frames assigned to the employee, manager of the position, and Human Resources.

Where does the
Once the Leadership Assessment is completed, the natural transition is to have a
Professional Development conversation with the employee and discuss next steps. The Professional Development
Plan fit into all of this?
Plan is a great way to capture those next steps and create accountability for the employee.
Because the Professional Development Plan can be used for short- and long-term planning,
the plan may be updated after the Talent Management Committee meets to review
internal candidates for future roles (i.e. 9-Box Grid discussion)
Manager’s Checklist






Resource

©2015 NSF International

Does the employee have a Professional Development Plan?
Have you determined if critical positions will be filled from within the department or
will the candidate be recruited from outside?
Do you know which of your critical positions is vulnerable (i.e. which employees will be
retiring or leaving for other reasons within the next few years)?
Have you identified a temporary back up for each critical position with the appropriate
knowledge, skills (including language) and abilities to carry out the responsibilities in
the short-term?

Professional Development Plan
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Step 5 – Evaluate Effectiveness
To ensure that the department’s succession planning efforts are successful, it is important to systematically evaluate and
monitor activities and make necessary adjustments.

Senior Leaders play a lead role in implementing, monitoring, evaluating and revising succession plans by collecting and
interpreting feedback received from other leaders/managers.
Methods for assessing
succession planning
effectiveness

The following can be used to measure progress:







How do we know we are
doing a good job
succession planning?
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Identify the number of critical positions for which no internal replacement can be
found
Calculate the percentage of critical positions that are filled internally and the success of
the employee’s transition to the new position
Document anecdotal success stories
Conduct employee surveys to measure employee satisfaction with respect to learning
and career growth, leadership and feeling supported and recognized
Conduct exit interviews
Re-validate previously identified critical positions semi-annually or annually based on
current workforce projection data and internal vacancy and retirement information
Critical positions are filled in a timely manner with the most qualified candidate
The organization achieves business goals by having pools of qualified candidates for
critical positions
Essential knowledge is retained when employees leave the department
Managers have a better appreciation of the skills and competencies, experience and
learning interests of employees
Employees are engaged through career planning, challenging work, learning and
development
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Succession Planning Toolkit
Roles and Responsibilities
Senior Management











Provide overall direction and oversight of the succession planning process
Develop others through mentoring or coaching in support succession planning efforts
Build a talent pool of future leaders by providing current and aspiring managers the opportunity to develop middle
manager and executive leadership competencies through accelerated job experiences and training
Ensure that a succession plan for identified critical positions is developed and implemented
Ensure that succession planning is an integral part of the ongoing management of the business units
Establish a Talent Management Committee to identify business unit and organizational developmental opportunities
and make recommendations on the assignment of talent
Create opportunities for career growth and development
Engage and hold managers accountable for coaching and developing talent, ensuring knowledge transfer, and for
differentiating performance and potential
Communicate and champion the importance of effective succession planning
Evaluate ongoing initiatives and results of succession planning efforts

Managers (at all levels)








Participate in the position profiling process for positions in your area
Promote and apply knowledge transfer in respective areas
Ensure succession planning objectives are reflected in department objectives as well as individual learning and
development plans
Link succession planning strategies to program and financial planning to allocate appropriate resources and
minimize unexpected impacts
Assess employee performance fairly and provide constructive and timely feedback to employees regularly
Encourage individual career planning and coach employees on suitable development opportunities
Have discussions with other managers to develop a broader view of the talent and to identify formal and informal
developmental opportunities for employees

Employees








Participate in position profiling sessions
Identify career interests and create learning and development plans for self-development
Discuss career interests and learning and development plans with manager
Take advantage of opportunities to demonstrate interest in and be assessed for identified positions
Participate in developmental opportunities
Make every effort to achieve performance goals and objectives
Be open to and act upon feedback

©2015 NSF International
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Human Resources Department





Set the direction for corporate succession planning efforts
Develop tools, templates and resources to facilitate consistency and promote best practices
Provide a summary of departmental Succession Plans and identify strategies and initiatives to address corporatewide opportunities and challenges
Facilitate the development of corporate talent pools and talent management

HR Business Partners








Provide subject matter expertise and advice to leaders to assist in developing and executing their succession plans
Provide timely advice and guidance to management to assist in the identification of critical positions
Coordinate and conduct position profiling sessions
Facilitate processes for the identification and assessment of talent pool candidates
Identify focused succession management strategies for critical positions and document and track succession plans
Facilitate career development to provide individuals with growth opportunities
Promote and facilitate performance management activities as required

©2015 NSF International
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Succession Planning
Resources
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Succession Planning: Risk Assessment Tool
Succession planning is the strategic alignment of an organization’s talent with its business direction. More specifically, it
is a systematic process for identifying talent requirements and implementing focused strategies to attract and develop
pools of qualified candidates to fill critical positions within an organization. Succession Planning also involves strategies
to ensure talent retention and engagement, and to facilitate the timely transfer of knowledge from incumbents to
successors
The purpose of this Risk Assessment Tool is to identify factors that may have an impact on talent requirements in your
organization and identify the critical positions that should receive priority in the succession planning process. It is a “best
practice” in succession planning to identify critical positions in order to focus efforts and prioritize the allocation of
resources. By managing our most critical risks first, we will ensure that leadership continuity is in place to sustain the
achievement of business results and the delivery of services. We will also build confidence in the succession process so
that, similar to strategic and operational business planning, it will become embedded as an ongoing and valued process
throughout NSF International.

Implications of Current and Future Business Strategy
1. What internal and external business drivers exist that may affect your mission, strategic goals/objectives, strategies
or structure over the next five years?

2. What are the key workforce implications of these changes? What specific occupational groups or positions may be
affected? What changes do you foresee in the skill sets or competencies required to perform effectively in your
organization?
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Succession Planning: Risk Assessment Tool
Questions to Identify Critical Positions
Critical / Key Position Criteria


Organizational Impact – position plays an instrumental role in the overall organization and a prolonged vacancy
would cause serious difficulty in achieving operational and strategic goals



Likelihood of a Vacancy – position is at risk due to imminent retirement of the incumbent or vulnerable due to
the intense skills shortages and competitive pressures



Difficulty to Fill – the position requires specialized or unique expertise that is not readily available in NSF or the
labor market

1. What positions are instrumental to delivering on NSF commitments and corporate priorities?

2. What positions exert critical influence on achieving operational and strategic goals (i.e. business plans)?

3. What positions are essential in meeting accreditation or regulatory requirements?
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Succession Planning: Risk Assessment Tool
Business Unit/ Department:

Position Title:

 Imperative
 Important

Succession Planning Prioritization:

 Discretionary
 Not Urgent

Step 1: Assess the Critical Nature of the Position
Please indicate the extent to which you agree with the following statements by circling the appropriate rating. Please
complete a copy of this form for each critical position that has been identified.

10. If this position were left vacant, it would cause
serious difficulties in delivering on NSF commitments
and corporate priorities.
11. If this position were left vacant, it would cause
serious difficulties in achieving operational and
strategic goals at the department level.
12. If this position were left vacant, it would cause
serious difficulties in meeting accreditation or
regulatory requirements.
13. There is a significant likelihood that the incumbent
will leave this position within the next 2-3 years.
14. The skills & competencies required to perform this
position are highly sought after in the labor market.
This position tends to have a high turnover rate.
15. This position would be difficult to fill because it
requires specialized expertise and experience that is
not readily available in NSF or the labor market.
This position would be difficult to fill because of its
location.
This position would be difficult to fill because of
language requirements.
16. This position requires a high degree of
specialized/corporate knowledge transfer to ensure
continuity in the performance of the function.
17. There is no department/business unit feeder pool for
this position with candidates who could be ready to
step up if it becomes vacant.
18. There is no corporate feeder pool throughout NSF for
this position with candidates who could be ready to
step up if it becomes vacant.
Add ratings together to get the Criticality Score:

N/A or
Strongly
Disagree

Disagree

Disagree
Somewhat

Agree
Somewhat

Agree

Strongly
Agree

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

1

2

3

4

5

0

1

2

3

4

5
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Succession Planning: Risk Assessment Tool
Step 2: Assess the Flight Risk for the Employee
Please indicate the number of years you anticipate the person who is currently in the position to stay in this position. If
there is no one currently in this position, please note that below.
# years remaining in position / Flight Risk:
Employee Name

<5

6 – 10

11 – 15

16 – 20

21 – 25

Position Title

>26
Flight Risk

Step 3: Identify Succession Planning Prioritization
Plot the Criticality and Flight Risk scores on the grid below. If you have more than one person in the position, place the
person’s name in the appropriate cell on the grid.
51 – 65

Criticality

41 – 50
31 – 40
21 – 30
11 – 20
0 – 10
<5

6 – 10

11 – 15

16 – 20

Flight Risk

Succession Planning Prioritization
Imperative
Important
Discretionary
Not Urgent
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21 – 25

>26

Succession Planning: Position Profile

Position Title:

Business Unit /
Division:

Succession Planning
Prioritization:

Work Location:

Reports To: Insert Position not Person

Date Reviewed:

Position Purpose

Major Responsibilities







Competencies
Identify competencies that are critical to the success of this position. Following Best Practices, select 3 - 8 competencies
for each focus area (Core, Leadership, and Position-Specific). While there may be additional competencies, list only the
most important competencies here.
Core Competencies (see NSF Leadership Competency Model)

Minimum Proficiency Required

Desired Proficiency Level

Leadership Competencies (see NSF Leadership Competency

Minimum Proficiency Required

Desired Proficiency Level

Model)
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Succession Planning: Position Profile

Position-Specific Competencies

Minimum Proficiency Required

Training & Experience
Education

Experience

Certification /
Designation
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Desired Proficiency Level

NSF Leadership Competency Model
Background
How We Built the Model
We solicited input from NSF leaders across the organization, including interviews with topperforming supervisors, managers, and executives. We used their input to document the
general characteristics, known as "soft" skills, of successful leaders.
We also researched best practices at private companies and other public employers to see what
we could learn from them about leadership competencies.
We then organized these competencies into seven areas called competency clusters and
grouped the competencies into Core NSF Competencies and Leadership Competencies.
Together, these seven clusters of 21 "competencies" make up NSF International’s leadership
competency model.
The Model Sets Expectations for Leaders
Each competency is defined by behavioral indicators. These are specific actions that
demonstrate the competency. The behavioral indicators describe up to four leadership levels
based on competency category.
There are four possible levels of expected proficiency: basic, intermediate, advanced, and
expert.





Level 1 (Basic) – applies the competency in somewhat difficult situations; requires frequent
guidance; desired level for Team Leader and Supervisor positions
Level 2 (Intermediate) – applies the competency in difficult situations; requires occasional
guidance; desired level for Manager positions
Level 3 (Advanced) – applied the competency in considerably difficult situations; generally
requires little or no guidance; desired level for Director positions
Level 4 (Expert) – applies the competency in exceptionally difficult situations; serves as a key
resource & advises others; desired level for Executive positions

More About Competencies
General competencies don't attempt to describe the technical skills required in each position.
Technical skills are identified and applied as the competency model is used in each occupational
area.
Using competencies, we'll be able to consolidate many redundant classifications.
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NSF Leadership Competency Model
How to Use Competencies
The leadership competency model we developed covers all supervisors, managers, and highlevel administrative and policy-influencing positions. Here's how these employees, and your
department, can benefit if you incorporate leadership competencies into your personnel
practices.
Workforce & Succession Planning
Enhance leadership development by identifying the critical knowledge, skills, abilities and
personal characteristics as demonstrated by behaviors that NSF International leaders need across
all departments. Using this model will ensure your employees know what general competencies
are required at each leadership level, and prepare.
Performance Reviews
Use the competency model to establish benchmarks for measuring performance and
communicating expectations for employees at each leadership level.
Professional Development
Help your employees identify areas where they need training and development to gain the
competencies needed for the next leadership level.
Recruitment & Hiring
Hiring managers can get help selecting candidates with the right leadership skills by consulting
the leadership competency model, with its listing of behaviors you would expect to see in a
successful supervisor, manager, or executive. Your department also can use these leadership
competencies to prepare interview questions and develop job analyses.
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NSF Leadership Competency Model

Core Organizational Competencies1
Required for excellence across all levels and functions
Building Trust & Accountability

Results Driven

Communications














Ethics & Integrity
Personal Credibility

Customer Focus
Decisiveness
Entrepreneurship
Technical Credibility

Interpersonal Skills
Oral Communication
Written Communication

Leadership Competencies1
Success factors that differentiate performance across levels (e.g. first-level, mid-level, executive)
Fostering a Team
Environment

Creating Organizational
Transformation

Maximizing Performance
Results

Promoting a HighPerformance Culture














Conflict
Management
Team Leadership





Change Leadership
Vision & Strategic
Thinking
Flexibility
Organizational
Awareness



Analytical Thinking
Decision Making
Planning & Organizing



Developing Others
Fostering Diversity
Workforce
Management

Functional Competencies1
Success factors that distinguish performance in separate functions
Technical

1

Professional

Administrative

Four Proficiency Levels for each competency
 Level 1 (Basic) – applies the competency in somewhat difficult situations; requires
frequent guidance; desired level for Team Leader and Supervisor positions
 Level 2 (Intermediate) – applies the competency in difficult situations; requires occasional
guidance; desired level for Manager positions
 Level 3 (Advanced) – applied the competency in considerably difficult situations;
generally requires little or no guidance; desired level for Director positions
 Level 4 (Expert) – applies the competency in exceptionally difficult situations; serves as a
key resource & advises others; desired level for Executive positions

The following pages include definitions and examples of behavioral indicators for each competency.
Proficiency level is determined by how consistently the employee demonstrates the behavior.
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NSF Leadership Competency Model
Core Organizational Competencies
Ethics & Integrity - The degree of trustworthiness and ethical behavior of an individual with consideration for the
knowledge one has of the impact and consequences when making a decision or taking action.
Proficiency
Level
Basic

Proficiency
Description
Applies the
competency in
somewhat
difficult
situations;
requires frequent
guidance

Intermediate

Applies the
competency in
difficult
situations;
requires
occasional
guidance

Advanced

Applies the
competency in
considerably
difficult
situations;
generally requires
little or no
guidance

Expert

Applies the
competency in
exceptionally
difficult
situations; serves
as a key resource
& advises others

Behavioral Indicators
 Is approachable, supportive, fair, and willing to
listen; understands team members' concerns; is open
to discussion of potentially controversial issues
 Admits mistakes and attempts to achieve the best
possible outcome in the situation
 Follows and promotes professional standards,
established procedures, and policies when taking
action and making decisions
 Identifies ethical dilemmas and conflicts of interest;
takes appropriate action
 Respects and values others' perspectives and
contributions, even when styles and approaches are
different
 Takes responsibility for team's output and mistakes,
develops solutions, and provides feedback when
necessary
 Sets example and ensures others' professional
standards meet established procedures and policies
 Models ethical behavior and promotes
organizational values to team members; encourages
open discussion and identification of ethical
dilemmas
 Looks for ways to build stronger teams by bringing
together individuals with different styles and
approaches
 Fosters an environment that requires team members
to take responsibility; holds oneself and team
members accountable for the appropriate use of
positional authority
 Identifies and communicates conflicts of interest and
proposes improvement of professional standards,
procedures, and policies
 Serves as a role model in consistently emphasizing
integrity and respect for people at the highest levels
and across the organization
 Establishes an environment where different styles
and approaches are valued; recognizes the value of
diverse opinions and approaches
 Establishes expectations for ethical behavior in the
workplace; holds self and others accountable;
recognizes and values ethical behavior
 Fosters an environment of openness and
transparency; ensures that a high level of
professional standards, procedures and policies are
adhered to throughout the organization
 Creates an environment that consistently emphasizes
integrity and respect for people at all levels within
and outside the organization
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Competency
Cluster
Building Trust
&
Accountability

Competency
Type
Core

NSF Leadership Competency Model
Personal Credibility - Demonstrating concern that one be perceived as responsible, reliable, and trustworthy.
Proficiency
Level
Basic

Proficiency
Description
Applies the
competency in
somewhat
difficult
situations;
requires frequent
guidance

Intermediate

Applies the
competency in
difficult
situations;
requires
occasional
guidance

Advanced

Applies the
competency in
considerably
difficult
situations;
generally requires
little or no
guidance

Expert

Applies the
competency in
exceptionally
difficult
situations; serves
as a key resource
& advises others

Behavioral Indicators
 Demonstrates honesty and promotes open
communication, while respecting confidential
information
 Takes responsibility and accepts consequences of
personal and staff's mistakes
 Strives to consistently deliver agree-upon outcomes
or results; keeps others informed of progress
 Values the concerns of people from all levels and
does not criticize or belittle; respects and validates
concerns voiced by others
 Fosters and nurtures an environment that allows for
open expression and encourages ideas
 Assumes ownership for results including issues or
problems for oneself and one's staff; acknowledges
one's own mistakes
 Delivers results in line with agreed-upon outcomes;
keeps others informed of progress; strives to meet
commitments, even when difficult
 Values the concerns of people from all levels; adapts
behavior to communicate respect for other parties
 Takes a leadership role in creating an environment
that encourages open and honest communication
throughout the organization
 Assumes responsibility for results, including issues or
problems, whether one or one's team member was
responsible
 Delivers agree-upon results and inspires others to
exceed expectations; supports supervisors' and staff's
efforts to meet difficult commitments
 Sets and models the standard for respectful
treatment and coaches others on addressing the
concerns of others
 Establishes a culture for honest, open
communications throughout the organization; gives
credit to others for their contributions
 Accepts responsibility for the organizational culture;
defends the organization and staff in adverse
situations and personally accepts consequences for
the organization
 Strives to meet commitments to internal and
external stakeholders while maintaining a balance
between organizational goals and political directives
 Establishes a culture of respect at all levels of the
organization; sets expectations that diverse views
are considered; coaches others on the ability to
respectfully express or listen to divergent viewpoints
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Competency
Cluster
Building Trust
&
Accountability

Competency
Type
Core

NSF Leadership Competency Model
Customer Focus - The ability to identify and respond to current and future customer's needs. The ability to provide
excellent service to internal and external customers. The ability to view issues without any pre-set biases or
limitations. The ability to see the "big" picture.
Proficiency
Level
Basic

Proficiency
Description
Applies the
competency in
somewhat
difficult
situations;
requires
frequent
guidance

Behavioral Indicators

Intermediate

Applies the
competency in
difficult
situations;
requires
occasional
guidance

 Communicates with customers on sensitive or complex
issues related to their expectations or business objectives;
supports joint strategic planning to define shared
business objectives with the customer
 Establishes standards and monitors delivery of customer
service across units or section, assesses the effectiveness
of different delivery methods and recommends
improvements
 Resolves the more sensitive and complex customer
problems; approves changes or exceptions to established
processes or procedures or allots resources from outside
the unit to resolve customer problems

Advanced

Applies the
competency in
considerably
difficult
situations;
generally
requires little
or no guidance

 Communicate with customers on the most critical or
sensitive issues related to their expectations or business
objectives; promotes joint strategic planning to define
shared business objectives with the customer
 Develops policy related to the effective delivery of
products or services to the customer; secures resources
required to maintain and improve the product or service
to the customer
 Resolves the most sensitive and complex customer
problems which may have major policy, political or
organizational impacts

Expert

Applies the
competency in
exceptionally
difficult
situations;
serves as a key
resource &
advises others

 Understands who the external stakeholders are and
establishes effective partnerships and lines of
communication; is aware of the organization’s impact on
the stakeholders; develops strategies to collaboratively
work with stakeholders
 Is cognizant of organization's interests and goals;
understands and recognizes motives of external parties
and influences
 Utilizes effective communication skills and persuasion to
represent organization's interests

 Communicates regularly with customers to assess their
business needs, may establish and maintain customer
networks
 Establishes, maintains, and ensures compliance with
processes and procedures to ensure the effective delivery
of products and services
 Resolves routine customer problems utilizing unit
resources and within existing processes and procedures;
identifies and informs customers of constraints and
recommends alternatives or solutions
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Competency
Cluster
Results Driven

Competency
Type
Core

NSF Leadership Competency Model
Decisiveness - Makes well-informed, effective, and timely decisions, even when data are limited or solutions
produce unpleasant consequences; perceives the impact and implications of decisions.
Proficiency
Level
Basic

Intermediate

Advanced

Expert

Proficiency
Description
Applies the
competency in
somewhat
difficult
situations;
requires frequent
guidance
Applies the
competency in
difficult
situations;
requires
occasional
guidance
Applies the
competency in
considerably
difficult
situations;
generally
requires little or
no guidance
Applies the
competency in
exceptionally
difficult
situations; serves
as a key resource
& advises others

Behavioral Indicators
 Makes sound and timely decisions for a project, team,
or work unit
 Seeks out best practices to make organizational
decisions

 Decides to redesign current system to better meet
organizational needs
 Makes the decision to solve controversial workplace
issue by establishing an employee task force

 Changes course of action despite public support when
new information indicates previous strategy would not
succeed
 Makes timely decisions using available information
regarding severe operating budget reductions
including possible reductions in force
 Uses limited information to solve a variety of complex
problems during a crisis situation
 Solves highly-complex technical, administrative, and
policy issues involved in the implementation of new
systems and programs by making timely decisions
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Competency
Cluster
Results Driven

Competency
Type
Core

NSF Leadership Competency Model
Entrepreneurship - Positions the organization for future success by identifying new opportunities; builds the
organization by developing or improving products or services. Takes calculated risks to accomplish organizational
objectives.
Proficiency
Level
Basic

Intermediate

Advanced

Expert

Proficiency
Description
Applies the
competency in
somewhat
difficult
situations;
requires frequent
guidance
Applies the
competency in
difficult
situations;
requires
occasional
guidance
Applies the
competency in
considerably
difficult
situations;
generally
requires little or
no guidance
Applies the
competency in
exceptionally
difficult
situations; serves
as a key resource
& advises others

Behavioral Indicators
 Identifies concepts for new programs, products, or
services
 Seeks feedback for new programs or services based on
customer needs

 Creates a new product, service, or policy based on
requirements submitted by users
 Makes recommendation to invest in emerging
technologies to produce new programs

 Takes calculated risks by creating new and innovative
business lines
 Conducts research and develops business proposals
resulting in a high return on investment

 Assesses customer needs and develops innovative
products and services to address recommendations
 Implements an innovative strategic campaign to
accomplish goals
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Competency
Cluster
Results Driven

Competency
Type
Core

NSF Leadership Competency Model
Technical Credibility - Understands and appropriately applies principles, procedures, requirements, regulations, and
policies related to specialized expertise.
Proficiency
Level
Basic

Intermediate

Advanced

Expert

Proficiency
Description
Applies the
competency in
somewhat
difficult
situations;
requires frequent
guidance
Applies the
competency in
difficult
situations;
requires
occasional
guidance
Applies the
competency in
considerably
difficult
situations;
generally
requires little or
no guidance
Applies the
competency in
exceptionally
difficult
situations; serves
as a key resource
& advises others

Behavioral Indicators
 Provides staff with feedback and support on technical
issues
 Makes technically sound recommendations to develop
effective work products

 Uses technical expertise to identify and resolve conflicts
between theories, procedures, requirements,
regulations, and policies
 Advises staff on solutions to complex problems,
projects, or programs
 Provides expertise in technical subject area to an
organization or team
 Provides technical expertise in the design and
implementation of organization-wide projects

 Serves as expert consultant to external managers on
complex and controversial matters
 Uses expert knowledge in subject matter area to
develop new approaches to resolve technical problems
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Competency
Cluster
Results Driven

Competency
Type
Core

NSF Leadership Competency Model
Interpersonal Skills - The ability to get along and interact positively with coworkers. The degree and style of
understanding and relating to others.
Proficiency
Level
Basic

Proficiency
Description
Applies the
competency in
somewhat
difficult
situations;
requires frequent
guidance

Intermediate

Applies the
competency in
difficult
situations;
requires
occasional
guidance

Advanced

Applies the
competency in
considerably
difficult
situations;
generally
requires little or
no guidance

Expert

Applies the
competency in
exceptionally
difficult
situations; serves
as a key resource
& advises others

Behavioral Indicators
 Develops and applies appropriate communication
style to a situation while maintaining a professional
approach and positive image; considers the
organizational culture when developing and
applying the appropriate communication style
 Effectively perceives and responds to non-verbal
communication cues and sub-messages, and applies
lessons from past experiences; recognizes one's own
and staff's stressors and seeks appropriate tools and
techniques to effectively address stressful situations
 Tailors communication style to a wide range of
situations while maintaining a professional
approach and positive image; considers the
organizational culture when developing and
applying the appropriate communication style;
provides guidance to team
 Analyzes and responds effectively to non-verbal
cues and coaches others on the analysis of
unspoken sub-messages; recognizes one's own and
staff's stressors and uses appropriate tools and
techniques to effectively address stressful situations
 Uses a variety of strategies for communicating
information to various audiences, particularly in
sensitive situations, while maintaining a
professional approach and positive image; considers
the organizational culture when developing and
applying the appropriate communication style;
mentors team on adapting personal style to fit the
situation
 Effectively assesses and responds to non-verbal cues
and unspoken, complex sub-messages; leads others
to develop perception skills; recognizes one's own
and staff's stressors and leads others in the use of
appropriate tools and techniques to effectively
address stressful situations
 Knows when to share information, how much
information to share and who to share information
with, particularly in sensitive situations; adapts the
communication accordingly while maintaining a
professional approach and positive image; considers
the organizational culture when developing and
applying the appropriate communication style
 Assesses and responds to non-verbal cues and
unspoken complex sub-messages to identify the
concerns and interests of others; understands the
impact of organizational history and the past and
current interactions of executive management and
stakeholders; mentors others in the development of
perception skills; recognizes one's own and staff's
stressors and mentors others in the use of
appropriate tools and techniques to effectively
address stressful situations
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Competency
Cluster
Communications

Competency
Type
Core

NSF Leadership Competency Model
Oral Communication - The ability to listen to others and communicate in an effective manner.
Proficiency
Level
Basic

Proficiency
Description
Applies the
competency in
somewhat
difficult
situations;
requires frequent
guidance

Intermediate

Applies the
competency in
difficult
situations;
requires
occasional
guidance

Advanced

Applies the
competency in
considerably
difficult
situations;
generally
requires little or
no guidance

Expert

Applies the
competency in
exceptionally
difficult
situations; serves
as a key resource
& advises others

Behavioral Indicators
 Provides and receives timely feedback on
performance against stated goals
 Listens attentively, and provides full attention and
necessary time for discussion; asks follow-up and
probing questions; reads non-verbal cues
 Has frequent and ongoing communication with
team members and supervisors, and ensures clear
communication with other parties when
appropriate
 Enables feedback flow up, down, and across the
organization by providing and receiving feedback
 Demonstrates commitment to listening by seeking
multiple sources of input, confirming
understanding, and taking appropriate actions
 Clearly communicates program objectives,
performance, and process to teams, supervisors, and
leaders; shares key points with stakeholders and
other parties
 Solicits regular input from a variety of sources and
provides feedback across the organization
 Fosters a culture of active listening by seeking out
and carefully listening to others, coaching others on
listening, and making decisions based on stated
facts
 Clearly communicates difficult messages and
influences opinions of teams, stakeholders, leaders,
and executives; adapts style to various audiences
 Fosters an environment that encourages feedback
from internal and external sources
 Creates an environment that encourages and
supports active listening throughout the
organization; models active listening in interactions
with others and coaches others on the art of
listening and communication
 Clearly communicates sensitive and difficult
information using the appropriate communication
style for the audience; effectively persuades and
influences others and demonstrates support for
final decisions and outcomes of the organization;
effectively receives and provides 360 degree
feedback throughout the organization
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Competency
Cluster
Communications

Competency
Type
Core

NSF Leadership Competency Model
Written Communication - The ability to communicate ideas, thoughts, and facts in writing. The ability/skill to use
correct grammar, correct spelling, sentence and document structure, accepted document formatting, and special
literary techniques to communicate a message in writing.
Proficiency
Level
Basic

Proficiency
Description
Applies the
competency in
somewhat
difficult
situations;
requires frequent
guidance

Intermediate

Applies the
competency in
difficult
situations;
requires
occasional
guidance

Advanced

Applies the
competency in
considerably
difficult
situations;
generally
requires little or
no guidance

Expert

Applies the
competency in
exceptionally
difficult
situations; serves
as a key resource
& advises others

Behavioral Indicators
 Demonstrates commitment to information-sharing
by using accessible methods, maintaining
knowledge base, and meeting with leaders
 Prepares and ensures team documents are accurate,
grammatically correct and in department-specific
writing style, for self and team members
 Ensures written communications are clear, concise,
relevant, and accurate
 Demonstrates commitment to information-sharing
by communicating across the organization using a
variety of methods to ensure accessibility
 Provides explicit editorial feedback to others and
coaches team in proper writing conventions and
department-specific writing style
 Reviews, provides feedback on, and issues
documents that meet or exceed expectations for
clarity, relevance, accuracy, and focus
 Champions information-sharing by establishing,
implementing, and monitoring processes to
disseminate and gather key information to and
from all relevant stakeholders
 Establishes, defines and ensures compliance with
department writing style and standards and
manages team performance against standards
 Sets, communicates, and actively works to raise
expectations for written expression and style with
team
 Coaches/mentors the management team on
identifying the most effective and appropriate
method to convey information based on the
sensitivity and complexity of the information and
the intended audience
 Establishes organizational expectations for the
delivery of error free communications; ensures that
staff has the tools and resources to meet the
expectations; monitors the organization's
performance against expectations and holds staff
accountable for accurate and timely
communications
 Clearly conveys sensitive, complex, urgent or highly
visible issues in simple terms that can be easily
understood by the audience; is aware of the impact
of one's level within the organization when
communicating with others
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Competency
Cluster
Communications

Competency
Type
Core

NSF Leadership Competency Model
Leadership Competencies
Team Leadership - The ability to effectively manage and guide group efforts. This includes providing the
appropriate level of feedback concerning group progress.
Proficiency
Level
Basic

Proficiency
Description
Applies the
competency in
somewhat
difficult
situations;
requires frequent
guidance

Intermediate

Applies the
competency in
difficult
situations;
requires
occasional
guidance

Advanced

Applies the
competency in
considerably
difficult
situations;
generally requires
little or no
guidance

Expert

Applies the
competency in
exceptionally
difficult
situations; serves
as a key resource
& advises others

Behavioral Indicators
 Establishes and communicates team roles,
responsibilities, goals, and deliverables; matches team
members' roles and responsibilities to their strengths
and developmental areas
 Facilitates internal team discussions to encourage
participation and enthusiasm; resolves conflicts
effectively; knows when to escalate issues
 Identifies team ground rules and creates an
environment of respect for team members
 Manages team goals effectively, monitors
performance, and recognizes positive individual and
group performance; celebrates successes
 Monitors and communicates team activities and
recognizes impact on stakeholders
 Monitors and communicates team activities and
recognizes impact on stakeholders
 Communicates importance of teamwork and respect,
and recognizes effective cooperation
 Leads teams in tackling challenges; provides frequent
and candid performance feedback to close gaps;
celebrates successful performance
 Communicates progress to stakeholders;
communicates objectives to the team leader;
anticipates team and stakeholder challenges and
plans contingencies
 Engages internal and external team members to
manage conflicts effectively; knows when to escalate
issues
 Serves as a role model in promoting teamwork and
respect within both internal and external teams
 Leads teams in tackling the toughest challenges;
closely manages performance, and celebrates
successful performance
 Approves the team charter and sets the expectations
for the team; authorizes funding and resources for
the team
 Serves as the executive sponsor for the team; serves as
a champion for the team to senior management and
stakeholders; clears obstacles cross-functionally;
ensures that the team's vision remains clear
 Creates an environment that promotes teamwork and
respect; maintains regular contact with the team to
assist them in adapting to any changes in direction or
to facilitate overcoming obstacles
 Recognizes the team's efforts and show appreciation;
celebrates successes
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Competency
Cluster
Fostering a
Team
Environment

Competency
Type
Leadership

NSF Leadership Competency Model
Conflict Management - The ability to prevent, manage, and/or resolve conflict. The ability to develop, maintain,
and strengthen relationships with others inside or outside of the organization who can provide information,
assistance, and support.
Proficiency
Level
Basic

Proficiency
Description
Applies the
competency in
somewhat
difficult
situations;
requires frequent
guidance

Intermediate

Applies the
competency in
difficult
situations;
requires
occasional
guidance

Advanced

Applies the
competency in
considerably
difficult
situations;
generally requires
little or no
guidance

Expert

Applies the
competency in
exceptionally
difficult
situations; serves
as a key resource
& advises others

Behavioral Indicators
 Holds regular open discussions, encourages questions,
and works toward conflict resolution solutions of
anticipated or existing conflicts
 Identifies interpersonal styles and discusses
appropriate communication methods with team
 Recognizes and defines conflicts to finalize resolution
and course of action
 Monitors and documents behaviors after conflict
resolution and takes appropriate action as necessary
 Facilitates group discussions and offers conflict
resolution feedback and advice to others
 Coaches team on the importance of respecting
different interpersonal styles and applies knowledge
to own team
 Coaches and evaluates others on conflict
identification and resolution
 Documents, advises, and monitors behaviors after
conflict resolution and takes appropriate actions
necessary
 Provides conflict resolution guidance to other leaders
and develops innovative methods for conflict
prevention
 Leads others in the use of different interaction
methods for various interpersonal styles and uses
knowledge to further team's mission
 Fosters an environment that promotes rapid
identification and resolution of potential conflicts;
anticipates, diffuses and mitigates potential conflicts;
monitors the work environment to avoid potential
conflicts; sets expectations for handling conflicts
 Mentors and coaches others on conflict resolution
management; ensures appropriate policies and
expectations exist and verifies compliance with laws,
policies and established practices
 Works with others to resolve differences within and
outside the organization
 Develops networks and builds alliances with others
(e.g. professional colleagues) in order to achieve the
strategic goals and objectives of the organization
 Actively seeks input and listens to colleagues, staff,
stakeholders and customers and considers their
diverse opinions; encourages key participants to voice
concerns and opinions in order to aid understanding
and enhance the decision-making process
 Actively assists others within and outside the
organization in the development of collaborative
networks in order to meet shared business objectives
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Competency
Cluster
Fostering a
Team
Environment

Competency
Type
Leadership

NSF Leadership Competency Model
Change Leadership - The ability to manage, lead, and enable the process of change and transition while helping
others to deal with their effects.
Proficiency
Level
Basic

Proficiency
Description
Applies the
competency in
somewhat
difficult
situations;
requires frequent
guidance

Intermediate

Applies the
competency in
difficult
situations;
requires
occasional
guidance

Advanced

Applies the
competency in
considerably
difficult
situations;
generally requires
little or no
guidance

Expert

Applies the
competency in
exceptionally
difficult
situations; serves
as a key resource
& advises others

Behavioral Indicators
 Identifies inefficient areas within unit and
generates new ideas and recommendations
 Encourages innovative solutions from team
members; serves as a role model for change by
striving for continuous improvement
 Understands and effectively communicates the
reasons for change to team members; supports
team members' efforts to adapt to change
 Engages team members or stakeholders who are
resistant to change and gains their support and
commitment
 Develops innovative approaches to address
inefficiencies and streamline complex situations
 Serves as a role model for valuing the potential
benefits of change; encourages team to adapt to
change by addressing their concerns throughout
the change process
 Successfully leads difficult changes efforts with
broad impact; works with executive leaders and/or
stakeholders to overcome obstacles
 Generates innovative ideas that are strategically
aligned with department goals
 Serves as a change agent; creates a positive
environment of excitement around the potential
benefits of change; supports the management
team's efforts to adapt to change by facilitating the
flow of information
 Creates a culture of change and innovation within
the organization; aligns change efforts with the
vision and strategic goals of the organization;
facilitates the management team's efforts to
overcome obstacles
 Encourages internal and external partnerships and
collaborations for organizational improvements;
provides access or opportunity to resources to
support change efforts
 Understands when it is time for the organization to
change and what the organizational and global
impacts and consequences of the change will be;
creates the vision for the change and articulates the
benefits and consequences to all impacted internal
and external parties; supports the organizational
change agents throughout the change process
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Competency
Cluster
Creating
Organizational
Transformation

Competency
Type
Leadership

NSF Leadership Competency Model
Vision & Strategic Thinking - The ability to support, promote, and ensure alignment with the organization's vision
and values. The ability to understand how an organization must change in light of internal and external trends and
influences.
Proficiency
Level
Basic

Proficiency
Description
Applies the
competency in
somewhat
difficult
situations;
requires frequent
guidance

Intermediate

Applies the
competency in
difficult
situations;
requires
occasional
guidance

Advanced

Applies the
competency in
considerably
difficult
situations;
generally requires
little or no
guidance

Expert

Applies the
competency in
exceptionally
difficult
situations; serves
as a key resource
& advises others

Behavioral Indicators
 Clearly describes the organization's vision, mission,
strategies, and rationale
 Maintains an environment where individual and
team activities contribute to vision; references
vision in major communications and work plans
 Communicates links to vision in designing and
delegating assignments; encourages team members
to contribute ideas that support the vision
 Integrates and implements the vision across
multiple teams
 Explains vision objectives; encourages ownership of
vision
 Clarifies the vision by explaining how it will impact
team and individual success; works collaboratively
with team to brainstorm an action plan to
implement the vision; sets objectives to put the
vision into action through policies and procedures
 Integrates longer term vision into all aspects of the
organization; encourages implementation of vision
through strategic goals and policies
 Establishes an environment that fully supports the
vision through integration and coordination of
significant team activities
 Effectively communicates strategic value of the
vision to stakeholders, staff and high-level
audiences; sets goals to put the vision into action
through policies and procedures
 Establishes or adjusts the department's strategic
plan, goals and objectives to align with global
changes, organizational changes, or input from key
stakeholders; initiates the implementation of the
vision and strategic plan
 Initiates regular discussions of the vision and
strategic plan with the management team; ensures
that there is a clear "line of sight" between tactical
business plans and the organization's strategic plan
 Establishes an environment where individuals are
recognized for putting the strategic vision into
action
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Competency
Cluster
Creating
Organizational
Transformation

Competency
Type
Leadership

NSF Leadership Competency Model
Flexibility - The ability to adapt to and work with a variety of situations, individuals and groups. The ability to be
open to different and new ways of doing things. The willingness to modify one's preferred way of doing things.
Proficiency
Level
Basic

Proficiency
Description
Applies the
competency in
somewhat
difficult
situations;
requires frequent
guidance

Intermediate

Applies the
competency in
difficult
situations;
requires
occasional
guidance
Applies the
competency in
considerably
difficult
situations;
generally requires
little or no
guidance
Applies the
competency in
exceptionally
difficult
situations; serves
as a key resource
& advises others

Advanced

Expert

Behavioral Indicators
 Asks probing questions to understand other
viewpoints before responding to them
 Bases decisions on relevant data; displays a
willingness to change position if data dictates the
need to change
 Understands that many internal and external
factors (legislative, media, budget, etc.) can impact
an organization’s key actions
 Encourages opportunities to discuss topics where
there are divergent points of view
 Supports changes in procedures that enhance the
organization’s ability to meet its strategic goals and
objectives
 Successfully adjusts one’s initial approach to an
issue to overcome obstacles and achieve results
 Proactively seeks out differing viewpoints in order
to find a new way of doing things.
 Champions innovation and the integration of
technology into the organization
 Effectively adapts to the changing environment
while taking appropriate risks and continuing to
meet strategic goals and objectives
 Creates an organizational culture where differing
viewpoints are valued
 Establishes an environment that encourages and
supports new organizational structures, changes in
procedures and other innovative solutions to
enhance the organization’s ability to meet its
strategic goals and objectives
 Continues to meet strategic goals and objectives
while adapting to changing environments
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Competency
Cluster
Creating
Organizational
Transformation

Competency
Type
Leadership

NSF Leadership Competency Model
Organizational Awareness - The ability to understand the workings, structure, and culture of the organization as
well as the political, social, and economic issues affecting the organization.
Proficiency
Level
Basic

Intermediate

Advanced

Expert

Proficiency
Description
Applies the
competency in
somewhat
difficult
situations;
requires frequent
guidance
Applies the
competency in
difficult
situations;
requires
occasional
guidance
Applies the
competency in
considerably
difficult
situations;
generally requires
little or no
guidance
Applies the
competency in
exceptionally
difficult
situations; serves
as a key resource
& advises others

Behavioral Indicators
 Considers the business unit's goals and objectives
when making decisions
 Tracks legislative or industry trends

 Considers the organization’s strategic goals and
objectives when making decisions
 Stays informed of issues and trends by building
networks with stakeholders and professional
organizations
 Understands the strategic goals and objectives of
the organization and implements them into daily
operations
 Understands the major concerns of the
organization by keeping open communication with
staff, managers, and other executives
 Anticipates long-term effects of implementing
strategic goals and plans accordingly
 Embraces and models the values of the
organization; understands the organization’s
culture and how to effectively achieve the strategic
goals and objectives
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Competency
Cluster
Creating
Organizational
Transformation

Competency
Type
Leadership

NSF Leadership Competency Model
Analytical Thinking - The ability to approach a problem by using a logical, systematic, sequential approach.
Proficiency
Level
Basic

Proficiency
Description
Applies the
competency in
somewhat
difficult
situations;
requires
frequent
guidance

Intermediate

Applies the
competency in
difficult
situations;
requires
occasional
guidance

Advanced

Applies the
competency in
considerably
difficult
situations;
generally
requires little
or no guidance

Expert

Applies the
competency in
exceptionally
difficult
situations;
serves as a key
resource &
advises others

Behavioral Indicators
 Identifies causes for problems related to processes,
procedures or technical issues
 Breaks down specific or simple tasks and problems and
delegates to staff; analyzes information and provides
options/recommendations and potential solutions for
decision making
 Systematically gathers and analyzes relevant
information from a variety of sources and asks effective
probing questions to prioritize action items at the
department level
 Proactively identifies and addresses key actions and
underlying issues and problems at the department level
 Identifies causes for problems related to programs or
processes in a broader context of organizational
resources and procedures
 Breaks down moderately complex problems that affect
multiple units and delegates work to other supervisors;
develops findings, recommendations, and potential
solutions for a variety of audiences that are supported
by sound technical rationale
 Logically approaches a wide range of situations and
prioritizes actions based on analyzing relevant
information from a variety of sources and asking
effective probing questions at a business unit level
 Anticipates moderately complex and broad key program
actions and underlying issues at the business unit level
 Identifies causes for problems related to policy or more
global issues that affect the organization
 Breaks down significantly complex problems that affect
several teams and delegates work to other supervisors;
develops findings, recommendations and potential
solutions for a variety of audiences that are supported
by sound technical rationale
 Exhibits ability to synthesize information provided by
supervisors and other relevant sources, asks effective
probing questions and recognizes and prioritizes
organizational key actions at the branch/division level
 Anticipates significant organizational key actions and
underlying issues at the branch/division or higher level
 Identifies causes for highly sensitive problems which
may affect the organization, other departments and/or
outside stakeholders
 Considers politics, socio-economics, media interest,
policy impact, cross-organizational impact, risk and legal
implications when breaking down and delegating
highly sensitive and complex problems
 Synthesizes information provided by the management
team and stakeholders, asks effective probing questions
and considers the strategic goals and objectives of the
organization when setting key priorities
 Anticipates highly sensitive organizational key actions
(policy changes, legislative changes) and recognizes the
underlying issues and the impacts to the organization
and stakeholders
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Competency
Cluster

Competency
Type

Maximizing
Performance
Results

Leadership

NSF Leadership Competency Model
Decision Making - The ability to make decisions and solve problems involving varied levels of complexity,
ambiguity, and risk.
Proficiency
Level
Basic

Proficiency
Description
Applies the
competency
in somewhat
difficult
situations;
requires
frequent
guidance

Intermediate

Applies the
competency
in difficult
situations;
requires
occasional
guidance

Advanced

Applies the
competency
in
considerably
difficult
situations;
generally
requires little
or no
guidance

Expert

Applies the
competency
in
exceptionally
difficult
situations;
serves as a
key resource
& advises
others

Behavioral Indicators
 Makes effective decisions by gathering and prioritizing
facts and information; knows when to ask for more
guidance and information; makes decisions by consensus
when appropriate; follows up to determine results of
decisions
 Keeps well-informed of department policies and priorities,
and of external factors that may impact department
policies and priorities in order to make decisions which
have minor organizational impact
 Expresses ideas and decisions in an open and confident
manner; takes responsibility for decisions
 Tackles reoccurring and/or tactical problems proficiently;
displays a willingness to change approach if facts dictate
the need to change
 Makes effective decisions by seeking concrete information
in ambiguous situations and weighing unsubstantiated
information; makes decisions by consensus when
appropriate; follows up to determine results of decisions
 Keeps well-informed of department policies and priorities,
and of external factors that may impact department
policies and priorities in order to make decisions which
have moderate organizational impact
 Demonstrates an ability to make effective decisions with
confidence even when information is missing or
incomplete; considers best practices when making
decisions; takes responsibility for decisions
 Tries different approaches when initial efforts to solve
problems do not work; displays a willingness to change
approach if facts dictate the need to change
 Makes effective critical decisions with limited information
under tight deadlines; makes decisions by consensus when
appropriate; follows up to determine results of decisions
 Keeps well-informed of department policies and priorities,
and of external factors that may impact department
policies and priorities in order to make decisions that have
significant organizational impact
 Introduces new ways of thinking about problems and
encourages non-traditional ideas from team members and
stakeholders; takes responsibility for decisions
 Navigates expeditiously, effectively and confidently to
resolve problems and overcome obstacles; displays a
willingness to change approach if facts dictate the need to
change
 Makes effective mission critical and/or politically sensitive
decisions with limited information under tight deadlines;
makes decisions by consensus when appropriate
 Keeps well-informed of department policies and priorities
and of internal and external factors in order to make
decisions which may affect the organization, other
departments and/or outside stakeholders
 Encourages and supports innovative ideas and approaches
to improve public service and/or deliverables
 Exercises critical judgment with confidence in
consideration of the range of impact to all affected
parties
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Competency
Cluster
Maximizing
Performance
Results

Competency
Type
Leadership

NSF Leadership Competency Model
Planning & Organizing - The ability to define tasks and milestones to achieve objectives, while ensuring the optimal
use of resources to meet those objectives.
Proficiency
Level
Basic

Proficiency
Description
Applies the
competency
in somewhat
difficult
situations;
requires
frequent
guidance

Intermediate

Applies the
competency
in difficult
situations;
requires
occasional
guidance

Advanced

Applies the
competency
in
considerably
difficult
situations;
generally
requires little
or no
guidance

Expert

Applies the
competency
in
exceptionally
difficult
situations;
serves as a
key resource
& advises
others

Behavioral Indicators
 Plans own workload and those of others, prioritizing key
tasks and ensuring the appropriate allocation of time and
effort to achieve the required results
 Gathers information from staff and prepares course of
action for recommendations at higher levels; implements
new or revised laws, regulations, policies, standards, or
procedures
 Breaks down the project or program elements into
manageable and achievable tasks/activities and creates a
logical plan
 Effectively budgets, deploys and organizes resources,
develops timetables and targets and checks progress;
identifies risks and issues and possible solutions
 Outlines tasks and milestones, then delegates
responsibilities to complete objectives; informs manager
when necessary; implements new or revised laws,
regulations, policies, standards, or procedures
 Creates clear, logical and realistic plans and makes sure
that everyone on the team knows action steps and
objectives
 Establishes and manages the overall budget, priorities and
objectives of the team to focus time and resources in key
areas
 Establishes priorities and understands the big-picture by
considering the impact and timing of internal and
external events; effectively communicates objectives to
key stakeholders; implements new or revised laws,
regulations, policies, standards, or procedures
 Creates a clear, logical, and realistic plan by considering
the impact of internal and external constraints and the
timing of external events (e.g. legislation, budget cycle)
 Sees the big picture; keeps open lines of communication
to anticipate problems; collaboratively develops
contingency plans and alternatives
 Anticipates continual changes in the environment (e.g.,
industry, workforce, political, etc.); develops plans to
prepare for opportunities or problems
 Plans for consequences of future actions; keeps lines of
communication open to develop and expand relationship
with staff and stakeholders and instill trust
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Competency
Cluster
Maximizing
Performance
Results

Competency
Type
Leadership

NSF Leadership Competency Model
Developing Others - The ability and willingness to delegate responsibility, work with others, and coach them to
develop their capabilities.
Proficiency
Level
Basic

Proficiency
Description
Applies the
competency
in somewhat
difficult
situations;
requires
frequent
guidance

Intermediate

Applies the
competency
in difficult
situations;
requires
occasional
guidance

Advanced

Applies the
competency
in
considerably
difficult
situations;
generally
requires little
or no
guidance

Expert

Applies the
competency
in
exceptionally
difficult
situations;
serves as a
key resource
& advises
others

Behavioral Indicators
 Encourages staff to reflect on their successes and failures
and identify lessons learned for future application
 Ensures that staff are aware of and have access to all the
necessary tools and training to successfully complete their
assignments; seeks new tools or training to improve
existing processes
 Ensures that all employees receive an orientation to the
unit and the department; provides employees with clear
expectations, their roles and responsibilities and the
organization’s vision and mission
 Determines staff’s short and long term career goals;
evaluates staff’s work formally and informally to identify
development areas and career goals; identifies resources
to enhance staff’s skills
 Establishes an environment where learning from mistakes
is encouraged and coaches others in creating this
environment
 Encourages staff to identify new tools and training to
improve business processes; identifies opportunities to
improve efficiency by sharing or connecting resources
across units or sections
 Coaches others on the role of the unit and department
and how it relates to the organization’s vision and mission
and the importance of every employee’s role in the
organization
 Prioritizes conflicting training needs across multiple units
where resources are limited; obtains necessary resources
to meet staff’s development needs
 Serves as a role model for encouraging growth and
exploration; ensures that mistakes are used as learning
opportunities
 Champions the resource needs of staff and secures and
maintains necessary resources; rewards improved
efficiency achieved through the effective use of resources
 Establishes and communicates unit and department roles
and links them to the organization’s vision and mission
 Identifies what is good for the organization and
proactively plans staff development to meet the needs of
the organization
 Sets the expectation for a continuous learning
environment; seeks collaborative opportunities and
partnerships to promote learning and development
 Considers potential unintended consequences of final
outcomes and develops strategies to mitigate any
negative consequences
 Gains the support and buy-in of others by effectively
articulating the organization’s position and forming
alliances
 Uses good judgment to identify stalemates and when
issues need to be escalated; anticipates key objectives and
potential resolutions
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Competency
Cluster
Promoting a
HighPerformance
Culture

Competency
Type
Leadership

NSF Leadership Competency Model
Fostering Diversity - The ability to promote equal and fair treatment and opportunity for all. The ability to
effectively promote equal opportunity in employment and maintain a work environment that is free of
discrimination and harassment. The ability to demonstrate the knowledge of a supervisor’s responsibility for
promoting equal opportunity in hiring and employee development and promotion.
Proficiency
Level
Basic

Proficiency
Description
Applies the
competency
in somewhat
difficult
situations;
requires
frequent
guidance

Intermediate

Applies the
competency
in difficult
situations;
requires
occasional
guidance

Advanced

Applies the
competency
in
considerably
difficult
situations;
generally
requires little
or no
guidance

Expert

Applies the
competency
in
exceptionally
difficult
situations;
serves as a
key resource
& advises
others

Behavioral Indicators
 Proactively identifies diversity within staff; discusses
appropriate methods for working together; seeks
information from others who have different personalities,
backgrounds, styles and skill sets and includes them in
decision-making and problem solving; coaches others on
the importance of respecting diversity
 Ensures that all staff understand and comply with the
harassment prevention and anti-discrimination policies,
laws and rules; models appropriate workplace behavior;
intervenes promptly if inappropriate behavior occurs
 Understands and recognizes the diversity of staff across
units; seeks information from others who have different
personalities, backgrounds, styles and skill sets and
includes them in decision-making and problem solving;
proactively establishes a standard of fair and equitable
treatment
 Coaches others on properly handling harassment or
discrimination complaints; ensures that necessary
resources are available; serves as a roles model for
appropriate workplace behavior; takes prompt and
effective action if inappropriate behavior occurs
 Implements and promotes a diversity policy that develops
and preserves a diverse workforce that strengthens service
delivery for a diverse customer base and achieves
organizational goals; seeks information from others who
have different personalities, backgrounds, styles and skill
sets and Includes them in decision-making and problem
solving
 Develops, implements and promotes a policy that ensures
a work environment that is free of harassment and
discrimination; ensures that appropriate action is taken
expeditiously when issues occur
 Fosters an inclusive work environment where diversity and
individual differences are valued and used positively to
achieve the mission and strategic goals of the
organization; seeks information from others who have
different personalities, backgrounds, styles and skill sets
and includes them in decision-making and problem
solving
 Establishes a work environment that is free of harassment
and discrimination; ensures that there are appropriate
polices, processes and procedures established to respond
expeditiously to complaints of sexual harassment or
discrimination
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Competency
Cluster
Promoting a
HighPerformance
Culture

Competency
Type
Leadership

NSF Leadership Competency Model
Workforce Management - The ability to effectively recruit, select, develop, and retain competent staff; includes
making appropriate assignments and managing staff performance.
Proficiency
Level
Basic

Proficiency
Description
Applies the
competency
in somewhat
difficult
situations;
requires
frequent
guidance

Intermediate

Applies the
competency
in difficult
situations;
requires
occasional
guidance

Advanced

Applies the
competency
in
considerably
difficult
situations;
generally
requires little
or no
guidance

Expert

Applies the
competency
in
exceptionally
difficult
situations;
serves as a
key resource
& advises
others

Behavioral Indicators
 Actively engages in the recruitment, selection, and retention
of staff; develops hiring and recruitment packages for the
unit; participates in workforce planning efforts
 Provides informal and formal feedback to improve
performance
 Monitors, identifies, and mitigates any observable behaviors
that are not consistent with organizational or team success
 Prepares Individual Development Plans (IDPs); provides
training opportunities within department
 Proactively monitors staff turnover and immediately
addresses hiring and retention issues; reviews and approves
hiring and recruitment packages to ensure compliance with
applicable laws, rules, polices, and procedures; significantly
contributes to workforce planning efforts
 Conducts regular evaluation and guidance in career
development; sets goals and provides feedback
 Takes corrective action to keep performance outcomes on
track
 Proactively follows-up with IDPs; provides training
opportunities across departments
 Actively manages performance gaps to ensure recruitment
and retention of valuable talent; significantly contributes to
workforce and succession planning efforts from an
organizational perspective
 Conducts effective performance reviews while empowering
team members to develop "stretch" goals and improve
performance
 Matches staff development needs and goals with
development and training opportunities
 Develops training and development plans; approves training
and development budget and assures funding allocation;
Models career development by maintaining one’s own high
level of professional expertise
 Ensures that a workforce and succession plan and planning
process is in place to recruit and retain valuable talent in
order to meet the organization’s long and short term
strategic goals and objectives; initiates regular discussions of
the workforce planning process with the management team;
ensures that there is a clear “line of sight” between the
workforce plan and the organization’s strategic plan;
ensures that policies and procedures are implemented to
hire and retain staff with the skills required for the
organization to achieve its strategic goals and objectives
 Establishes an environment where staff receives consistent
feedback on performance, regular and effective
performance reviews and the guidance to carry out work
activities effectively
 Establishes expectations that conflicts and disagreements
are resolved in a constructive manner and that corrective
action will be taken when necessary
 Mentors others to gain experiences which will assist them to
achieve their career goals and objectives; understands the
organization’s financial and budget management process in
order to secure sufficient funding for staff training and
development needs
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Competency
Cluster
Promoting a
HighPerformance
Culture

Competency
Type
Leadership

Succession Planning: Leadership Assessment

Purpose: This Leadership Assessment tool is used to document the leadership proficiency, performance and readiness of NSF leaders to step into different leadership roles. This
assessment may be used as a self-assessment or an assessment of other leaders. Please refer to the NSF Leadership Competency Model as well as any Position Profiles to
complete this assessment. It is recommended that this assessment be completed as a prerequisite to the Professional Development Plan (PDP).

Demographics
Name:
Completed By:

Position:
Date:

Last Performance Rating:

Current Leadership Proficiency (refer to the NSF Leadership Competency Model for competency definitions and behavioral indicators)
Basic
Intermediate
Applies the competency in somewhat
difficult situations; requires frequent
guidance

Applies the competency in difficult
situations; requires occasional guidance

Advanced

Applies the competency in considerably
difficult situations; generally requires little
or no guidance

Expert
Applies the competency in exceptionally
difficult situations; serves as a key resource
& advises others

Fostering a Team Environment
Conflict Management
Team Leadership
Creating Organizational Transformation
Change Leadership
Vision & Strategic Thinking
Flexibility
Organizational Awareness

1
1

2
2

3
3

4
4

1
1
1
1

2
2
2
2

3
3
3
3

4
4
4
4

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

1
1
1

2
2
2

3
3
3

4
4
4

Maximizing Performance Results
Analytical Thinking
Decision Making
Planning & Organizing

Promoting a High-Performing Culture
Developing Others
Fostering Diversity
Workforce Management

Overall Leadership Proficiency: Total of all items circled:
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÷ 12 =

Succession Planning: Leadership Assessment
Overall Performance
Current Performance
Significant Accomplishments

 Needs Improvement

 Meets Expectations

 Highly Successful

Opportunities to Improve

Leadership Potential (take into consideration the NSF Leadership Competency Model and Position Profile)
Overall Potential
 Low Potential
 Medium Potential
Leadership Strengths

 High Potential

Leadership Development
Needs

Potential Leadership Positions & Readiness
Position:
Position:
Position:
Position:
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Ready Now
Ready Now
Ready Now
Ready Now






Ready 1 – 2 Years
Ready 1 – 2 Years
Ready 1 – 2 Years
Ready 1 – 2 Years






Ready 3 – 5 years
Ready 3 – 5 years
Ready 3 – 5 years
Ready 3 – 5 years

Succession Planning: 9-Box Grid
High

POTENTIAL for Growth & Increased Contribution

Advancement

Developing/Advancement






Performance in current role falls short of expectations
Low performance may be due to a role mismatch
Acts as leader and role model for NSF values
Exhibits some skills expected at next highest level
Aspiration for higher level challenge/responsibility

Solid/Advancement

Exceptional Advancement

 Meets performance expectations in current role
 Acts as leader and role model for NSF values
 Capable of moving up one level within 2 years (i.e.
promotion)
 Exhibits some of the skills expected at next highest
level
 Aspiration for higher level challenge/responsibility

 Exceeds performance expectations in current
role
 Acts as leader and role model for NSF values
 Capable of moving up one level immediately
and another level within 3-5 years
 Exhibits most or all of the skills expected at
next highest level
 Aspiration for higher level
challenge/responsibility

Solid/Growth

Exceptional/Growth

 Meets performance expectations in current role
 Capable of taking on some additional
challenges/bigger roles within current level within 2
years
 Aspiration for expanded challenge/responsibilities

 Exceeds performance expectations in current
role
 Capable of taking on additional
challenges/bigger roles within current level
 Aspiration for expanded
challenge/responsibility

Solid/Stable

Exceptional/Stable

Growth

Developing/ Growth
 Performance in current role falls short of expectations
 In a different role, may be capable of taking on some
additional challenges/bigger roles within current level
 Aspiration for expanded challenge/responsibility

Stable

Needs Improvement

Low

 Performance in current role falls short of expectations
 Does not demonstrate the capability for increased
challenge/responsibility

 Meets performance expectations in current role
 May not have the capability and/or aspiration for
increased challenge/responsibility

Developing – Needs Improvement

Solid

PERFORMANCE in Current Role
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 Exceeds performance expectations in current
role
 Functional or technical specialist
 Continues to develop functional/technical
skills in accordance with best-practices
 May not have the capability and/or
aspiration for increased
challenge/responsibility
Exceptional

Succession Planning: 9-Box Grid
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Succession Planning: Professional Development Plan
Instructions: Follow the guidelines below to complete your Professional Development Plan (PDP). Share your PDP with your Coach before or during your first
coaching session.

Guidelines for Creating a Personal Development Plan
Step 1: Discuss areas for development with your leader and/or Leadership Coach. Identify 2 – 3 development goals. Goals should be focused on the following:
 Strength and development opportunities
 Development that is both short-term (6 – 12 months) and long-term (1 – 3 years)
 Development in a skill/ability/competency required for your current role or your desired next role
Step 2: Use the Professional Development Plan template on the next page to document Actions, Desired Outcomes, Measures and Results for each goal you
identified. Use the 70/20/10 rule to help you achieve your goal. In this context, 70/20/10 equates to:
 70% of your development comes from your experiences such as stretch assignments, job rotation, and any other experiences acquired on the job
 20% of your development comes from your relationships such as coaching, mentoring, or networking
 10% of your development comes from education such as formal training/learning
Step 3: Share your PDP with your leader and/or Leadership Coach to support you in being accountable for your results.
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Succession Planning: Professional Development Plan
Name:

Department:

Date:

This page addresses one leadership focus area. Make a copy of this sheet for each additional goal.
Development Focus / Goal:
Actions

Desired Outcomes

Measures

What do I want to be different
as a result of taking this action?

How will I know when I achieved this?

Due By

Experiences (70%):

Relationships (20%):

Education (10%):
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Resources

Results

Who or what can support me in
achieving this?

What changes have occurred
as a result of taking this
action?

Succession Planning: Professional Development Plan

EXAMPLE
Personal Information
Employee Name:

Jo Sample

Start date at NSF: February 22, 2014

Date:

May 27, 2015

Current Leader:

Larry Leader

Current Position:

Manager, HR Training

Department:

Corporate

Development Focus / Goal (s): 1. Enhance my Delegation Skills 2. Enhance my Negotiation Skills
Actions

Experiences (70%):
1. A) Before I begin
a project, I will
make a brief list
of all the tasks
involved and
determine which
of these can be
delegated.

2.

A) Manage the
interface
between
consultant and
the organization
on a critical
assignment

Desired Outcomes

Measures

What do I want to be
different as a result of taking
this action?

How will I know when I achieved
this?





I want to be able
to thoughtfully
chunk out the
work in advance
so I don’t end up
taking on too
many tactile tasks
myself.



I want to learn
tactics to
negotiate skillfully
in tough
situations with
both internal and
external groups.



Due By

I know this outcome
will be achieved
when the majority of
the tactile project
tasks are actioned to
my direct reports and
the strategic items
are with me.



When I can come
away with a deal
that meets interests,
is demonstrably fair
(not being ripped
off), and doable.
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September 1,
2015

November 1,
2015

Resources

Results

Who or what can support me in
achieving this?

What changes have
occurred as a result of
taking this action?





Not applicable

Support from
Supervisor



Progressing



I am now using
questions to
better
understand
positions – the
more
information I
have about the
other side, the
more I have to
work with.

Succession Planning: Professional Development Plan
Relationships (20%):
1. B) Before I begin
a project, I
review my list of
tasks to be
delegated with
my supervisor,
ensuring there
are not other
tasks that could
be delegated.
C) I will set up a
meeting with an
experienced
colleague (John
W.) and ask him
about his
delegation
strategies.



I want my time to
be spent on
strategic items
and not tactile so
I can move the
project and
business forward.



When I can skillfully
delegate the tactical
and keep the
strategic.



Ongoing



Support from
Supervisor



Progressing



I expect to learn
John’s delegation
techniques and
apply/transfer
them. He is
effective at
planning the work
of others and
communicating
the bigger
picture.



When I apply John’s
techniques and can
provide the right
amount of detail –
communicating the
what and the why,
leave the how up to
my team.



August 2, 2015



John W.



My team has
moved from
task
automatons to
an empowered
and energized
staff.
My team
completed the
tactile tasks
with little rework.

I expect to learn
Sarah’s
negotiation
tactics. She is
effective at
creating opinions
that satisfy both
parties.



When I apply Sarah’s
tactics and can
negotiate
successfully with
people who are more
powerful, refuse to
play by the rules, or
resort to "dirty
tricks".




2.

B) Work with a
role model to
establish
negotiation
tactics.
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June 2, 2015



Sarah H.



I now separate
the people
from the
problem and
focus on
interests, not
positions.

Succession Planning: Professional Development Plan
Education (10%):
1. D) I will work
with HR and my
supervisor to
identify suitable
training
programs that
focus on
delegation.




2.

C) Read the book
“Getting to Yes”
by Fisher and
Ury

I want to learn
new techniques
to delegate as
much of the
tactile tasks as I
can along with
the authority to
do it.
I want to know
Ury and Fisher’s
step-by-step,
strategy for
coming to
mutually
acceptable
agreements.





When I can delegate
the tactile tasks and
pass on the authority
(broadly sharing both
the responsibility and
accountability).
After completing the
book, I begin
applying the methods
for negotiating
disputes without
getting taken.
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August 12,
2015

July 5, 2015





Support from HR and
Supervisor

Not applicable



Achieved



Progressing

